Sleep disturbance is a widespread public health concern with significant adverse consequences on quality of life for the individual and significant economic burden for society. Approximately 6% to 20% of adults suffer from an insomnia disorder, characterized as persistent difficulty falling or staying asleep with concomitant waking dysfunction, making it the most prevalent sleep disorder.
INTRODUCTION
support with moderate to large effect sizes on sleep parameters, [11] [12] [13] [14] but only 26% to 43% of patients achieve full remission from insomnia when categorically defined criteria are applied. [13] [14] [15] Therefore, the public health burden of insomnia remains substantial, and alternative approaches are needed to improve treatment outcomes.
Due to these shortcomings in traditional treatments, many individuals with insomnia are now turning to complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) to relieve their sleep problem. Common CAM treatments for sleep disturbances include acupuncture, herbal remedies, and mind-body therapies such as meditation and yoga. Data from the 2002 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) revealed that 1.6 million were using CAM to treat insomnia, 16 while data from the 2007 NHIS found that 45% of adults with insomnia symptoms use CAM annually. 17 Mindfulness meditation is a mind-body CAM treatment using focused, non-judgmental awareness, and attention on the present moment experience as a means of self-regulation to promote mind-body calmness and relaxation. 18 A program known as mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) 19 that teaches mindfulness meditation using a structured group intervention has gained popularity and has been shown to have several health benefits across stress-related conditions including sleep disturbance. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] MBSR has been adapted and integrated with cognitive-behavioral techniques tailored for specific disorders, including depression, binge eating, and substance abuse.
We have been developing an adaptation of MBSR tailored specifically to insomnia that is called mindfulness-based therapy for insomnia (MBTI), which is a meditation-based program that integrates behavioral techniques for insomnia. [29] [30] [31] The conceptual basis for MBTI is to improve sleep and daytime functioning by reducing hyperarousal, 32 a prominent waking correlate that develops during the course of chronic insomnia. [32] [33] [34] In contrast to CBTI that is primarily aimed at changing thoughts and behaviors to reduce unwanted wakefulness at night, MBTI is aimed at shifting metacognitions to reduce sleep-related arousal at night and during the day through mindfulness meditation practice. MBTI is similar in structure and format to MBSR but also includes behavioral strategies for insomnia that are delivered within the framework of mindfulness concepts during the meditations and group discussions. Empirical testing of MBTI began with a series of pilot studies that collectively supported the acceptability and feasibility of using mindfulness meditation to reduce sleep-related arousal and improve sleep parameters with evidence of clinically significant effect sizes. [29] [30] [31] Our preliminary work utilized an uncontrolled design that did not include a standard MBSR treatment arm or control condition, and thus precluded testing of efficacy or determining the relative effects of mindfulness meditation without behavioral components.
The present study builds upon this work, using a small-scale randomized controlled trial to gather preliminary evidence for treatment efficacy, using current standards for the assessment of insomnia and validated clinical endpoints. 35, 36 The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of meditation-based therapies on measures of sleep and arousal for people with chronic insomnia. The main research question was whether mindfulness meditation, delivered using MBSR-a standard meditation program-or delivered using MBTI-a tailored meditation program with behavior strategies for insomniawould be superior to a self-monitoring (SM) control. It was hypothesized that the average effects of the two meditation arms would be superior to SM on acute treatment outcomes using a priori contrasts. The secondary research question was whether there were relative benefits for the tailored approach (MBTI) compared to the standard approach (MBSR) of delivering a meditation-based therapy. It was hypothesized that MBTI would show relative benefits on sleep measures compared to MBSR on acute and long-term outcomes. Together, these aims were designed to evaluate the viability of meditation-based approaches to the treatment of chronic insomnia.
METHODS

Participants
This was a single-site trial conducted at Rush University Medical Center. Participants were recruited between November 2008 and February 2012, primarily through advertisements posted in public transportation, local newspapers, internet bulletin boards, and fliers that described general non-pharmacological techniques (changing sleep behaviors, techniques to relax and calm the mind) for improving sleep. Participants were adults over the age of 21 who met research diagnostic criteria for an insomnia disorder, defined as difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep that occurs despite adequate opportunity to sleep with at least one symptom of an associated daytime impairment. 37 Additional quantitative insomnia criteria following research recommendations 38 were included for frequency, defined as sleep onset latency (SOL) or wake after sleep onset (WASO) > 30 minutes at least 3 nights per week and for chronicity, defined as symptoms lasting ≥ 6 months. In addition, at least one symptom of heightened cognitive or somatic arousal (e.g., anxiety about sleep, elevated muscle tension) was reported on the screening interview (see below) in order to meet criteria for the subtype of psychophysiological insomnia. 37 Exclusion criteria were: (1) uncontrolled medical condition suspected to interfere with sleep or requiring immediate treatment outside of the study; (2) uncontrolled psychiatric condition requiring immediate treatment outside of the study, including current major depressive episode; (3) comorbid sleep disorders including obstructive sleep apnea (apnea/hypopnea index ≥ 5), periodic limb movement index with arousal ≥ 10, restless legs syndrome, or circadian rhythm sleep disorders; (4) use of hypnotic or sedating medications for the purpose of insomnia; or (5) inadequate proficiency in English to complete the protocol. All participants provided written informed consent, and the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Rush University Medical Center.
A 3-step screening process was employed (see Figure 1 for study flow diagram), which consisted of: (1) telephone screen for general eligibility; (2) in-person interview including review of medical history, the Structured Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV
39
, and the Duke Structured Interview Schedule for Sleep Disorders
40
; and (3) overnight laboratory polysomnography (PSG; see below for PSG protocol).
Study Design and Procedures
After completing all screening procedures, participants were randomized to 1 of 3 study arms: (1) MBSR, (2) MBTI, and (3) a self-monitoring (SM) control consisting of an 8-week self-monitoring (SM) period using sleep diaries. Following the SM, participants received an 8-week multicomponent behavior therapy for insomnia (results not reported here). SM was selected as a comparator to control for the effects of sleep self-monitoring, which is used across all treatment conditions in this study. Self-monitoring using sleep diaries has been shown to have mild effects for reducing sleep latency 41, 42 and moderate effects on increasing sleep efficiency, 42 suggesting clinical equipoise regarding the use of this condition as a control. Since treatments were intended to be delivered in groups, randomization was conducted in sequential cohorts, with most cohorts consisting of 4 to 6 participants. There were 2 cohorts that only had 2 participants due to a decreased tempo of enrollment. Therefore, "fillers" (participants not enrolled in this study but were similar on demographic characteristics) were used to maintain a minimum of 4 participants per treatment group for MBTI and MBSR to maintain integrity of the group intervention. Randomization with equal allocation was conducted by a study investigator with no participant contact who blindly selected from 3 sequentially numbered containers (for each study arm) without replacement until all study arms were assigned. Allocation was concealed from the study staff and participants during screening until randomization was completed.
Study Arms
Mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR)
The MBSR treatment consisted of 8 weekly group meetings lasting 2.5 h each plus one 6-h meditation retreat held between the 5 th and 7 th week. 43 Each group meeting included meditation practice (breathing meditation, body scan meditations, walking meditations, Hatha Yoga), a period of general discussion about the at-home meditation practice, and education on the daily applications of meditation. MBSR was taught by 2 instructors with doctoral degrees (PhD or MD) who had > 2 years of experience teaching MBSR. Neither had formal training in sleep medicine or CBT for insomnia.
Mindfulness-based therapy for insomnia (MBTI)
MBTI was conducted as an 8-week group intervention that consisted of the same amount of contact and the same meditations as MBSR. Sessions typically began with formal mindfulness meditations that include one quiet (body scan, breathing, sitting meditation) and one movement meditation (yoga, walking, stretching meditation). A period of discussion led by the MBTI instructor followed, as participants discussed the application of mindfulness principles to the problem of insomnia and discussed challenges to maintaining a meditation practice. Instead of didactics on general health and education on meditation and stress that is part of MBSR, MBTI provided specific behavioral strategies for insomnia (sleep restriction therapy, 44 stimulus control, 45 and sleep hygiene 46 ) delivered within the context of mindfulness principles. Further content of the 8-week MBTI and how the behavioral components are integrated has been described elsewhere. 29 MBTI was delivered by the first author, who has specialized training in mindfulness meditation and behavioral treatments for insomnia. Participants in both MBSR and MBTI were instructed to practice meditation at home for 30-45 min ≥ 6 days/week and were asked to keep a meditation diary along with their sleep diary. In addition, they were provided with the book Full Catastrophe Living by Kabat-Zinn 43 and a CD for guided meditation to aid in their home practice.
Self-monitoring (SM) condition
The SM condition consisted of self-monitoring using daily sleep/wake diaries and weekly pre-sleep arousal scale (PSAS) for 8 consecutive weeks. Upon randomization to SM, participants first attended an orientation session during which an overview of the SM period was explained and materials for Lost to follow-up (n = 0) monitoring were provided. To enhance motivation, participants were told that the diary data completed during the SM would be used to inform treatment planning during the behavior therapy that followed the SM period. SM was managed by the research staff and there was no structured contact with participants during this period. Following the SM period, participants were re-assessed with all outcome measures, which served as the post assessment time point. Across all treatment conditions, treatment providers completed checklists and self-ratings of provider fidelity at each treatment session. A local data and safety monitoring committee reviewed progress with recruitment, retention, and adverse events.
Outcome Measures
Following standard guidelines for research assessment of insomnia, 35 self-reported sleep patterns were completed each morning using sleep diaries. Sleep parameters derived from the sleep diaries include sleep onset latency (SOL), wake after sleep onset (WASO), number of awakenings (NWAK), total sleep time (TST), and time in bed (TIB). Sleep efficiency (SE) was a percentage calculated as TST / TIB × 100. Total wake time (TWT), consisting of SOL + WASO, was the primary outcome measure for sleep given the heterogeneous complaints of both sleep initiation and sleep maintenance difficulties in this sample. Diary data were averaged across one week with a minimum of 4 days required for inclusion. Sleep diaries were completed at baseline, each treatment/monitoring week, post, 3-month, and 6-month follow-up. The Pre-Sleep Arousal Scale (PSAS) is a 16-item self-report measure that assesses cognitive and somatic arousal in the period prior to sleep. 47 In the current study, ratings across the week were used, and the internal consistency of the scale at baseline was α = 0.80. 48 The PSAS was completed with sleep diaries at the same time points. The total PSAS score was the primary outcome measure for a waking correlate of insomnia, since all participants reported symptoms of psychophysiological arousal. The Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) is a 7-item scale that has been used as both a screening and outcome measure in insomnia treatment research. 49 It assesses the severity of both nighttime and daytime symptoms of insomnia over the past week and has been validated as a clinical endpoint for a minimally important treatment response (ISI total score reduction > 7 points) and remission (ISI total score < 8). 15, 36, 49 The ISI was given at baseline, post, 3-month, and 6-month follow-up to provide clinical endpoints for the treatment of chronic insomnia.
In addition to these patient-reported outcomes, sleep was measured objectively using laboratory PSG and wrist actigraphy as secondary outcome measures. Technician-monitored PSG was conducted for one night at baseline, post, and 6-month follow-up. For the screening PSG, a standard technicianmonitored laboratory PSG was conducted following standard practices, 50 using 19 channels for EEG, EOG, chin and bilateral anterior tibialis EMG, EKG, snoring, airflow, respiratory effort, and pulse oximetry. For the baseline, post, and 6-month follow-up, a reduced montage without respiratory and leg EMG measures were used. For all PSGs, scoring of sleep parameters followed AASM standards 51 and were performed by research staff under the supervision of a registered polysomnography technologist (RPSGT). Bedtimes and wake times during the PSG were based upon habitual sleep/wake patterns derived from the screening diary with a target of 8 h as the TIB interval. At post and 6-month follow-up, participants who completed MBTI were allowed to reduce TIB based upon recommendations received during the intervention. The same sleep parameters used for sleep diaries were also derived for each night of PSG data. Wrist actigraphy (Actiwatch 2, Phillips Respironics, Bend, OR) was used to measure sleep/wake patterns at home for one week at baseline, post, and 6-month follow-up. Data were analyzed in 1-min epochs using medium sensitivity for determining wakefulness with Respironics Actiware version 5.70. Actigraphy is commonly used to assess sleep/wake patterns and has been well validated against PSG. 52, 53 In this study, TIB (or rest interval) was derived using data from the sleep diaries. If sleep diary data were unavailable or appeared invalid, then the event marker (pressed by the participant on the actigraph to indicate bedtime and wake time) was used to set the TIB interval. If neither of these was available, then no rest interval was set for that night and the data were considered incomplete. Data were averaged across the week with a minimum of 4 of 7 days required. TWT (SOL + WASO) from the PSG and actigraphy were the main secondary outcome measures of interest for assessing objective sleep outcomes.
Data Analyses
All analyses were conducted on an intent-to-treat basis with no imputation for missing data, and all statistical tests were two-sided with P < 0.05 considered to be statistically significant (SAS version 9.3; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). Linear mixed models (LMM) were used to compare the rate of change in outcomes over the treatment phase (a total of 10 time points: baseline, 8 weekly treatment assessments, post) and separately over the entire study period including follow-up (a total of 4 time points: baseline, post, 3-month follow-up, 6-month follow-up). We refer to these as the post LMM and long-term LMM, respectively.
For the primary analyses, post LMMs were conducted on the following patient-reported outcomes: (1) TWT from sleep diaries, (2) PSAS, and (3) ISI total score. These models included study arm, time, and their interaction. For each outcome variable, a priori linear contrasts compared the average effects of the two meditation arms to the SM arm, followed by post hoc comparisons between each arm (MBSR vs. SM, MBTI vs. SM, and MBSR vs. MBTI). Given that the primary aim of this study was to test the efficacy of meditation-based approaches, it was hypothesized that the average effects of the 2 meditation arms would be superior to SM on TWT and PSAS. The long-term LMMs were conducted on the same outcome measures with only the 2 active treatment arms (MBSR vs. MBTI), time (baseline, post, 3-month follow-up, 6-month follow-up), and the interaction term. It was hypothesized that MBTI would show relative benefits compared to MBSR on long-term outcomes on TWT and ISI. To examine clinical endpoints, logistic regression analyses were conducted to test differences in treatment response and remission using cut-scores described above on the ISI across post, 3-month, and 6-month follow-up. Following the patient-reported outcomes, another set of LMMs were conducted on PSG and actigraphy variables to examine treatment effects on objective measures of sleep and wakefulness. These outcomes are considered secondary, given that effect sizes on objective measures are generally smaller than patient-reported outcomes and this study was not designed to be sufficiently powered to detect these treatment effects. The target sample size was 54, which was determined by a balance between power considerations informed by previous research, 30 which found large within-group effect sizes for MBTI on both TWT (d = 1.17) and PSAS (d = 1.00) that would achieve adequate power on the primary analysis and the feasibility of resources available for this early-stage randomized controlled trial.
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RESULTS
A total of 54 participants were enrolled in this study (see Figure 1 for participant flow). The most common reason for exclusion from the study was existing diagnosis or clinical features indicating high probability of other sleep disorders (n = 250), particularly obstructive sleep apnea (n = 179). The second most common reason for exclusion was a comorbid medical condition (e.g., pain condition, thyroid disease) that interferes with sleep. The average age at enrollment was 42.9 years (standard deviation [SD] = 12.2), and 74.1% of the sample was female. Demographic information for each study arm is presented in Table 1 . There were no significant differences between groups on any of these demographic variables, except relationship status. Since this was a small sample with no preselected covariates of interest, all analyses were conducted without adjustments for covariates. Since the treatments were conducted in groups, the intra-class correlation (ICC) of each group within treatment condition was examined and found to be at zero or very small and did not have an impact on the analyses. Given the small sample size, and the ineligible ICCs, we did not model the nested data structure to include a group variable when comparing the treatment conditions. Preliminary inspection of the data revealed no outliers or significant differences on any of the primary outcome measures at baseline to indicate a need for entering covariates into the analytic model.
Patient-Reported Outcomes
Sleep Diary
Means and standard deviations for TWT, PSAS, and ISI at baseline, post, and follow-up are presented in Table 2 with change scores from baseline shown in Figure 2 . The post LMM on patient-reported TWT comparing the average effects of the meditation arms to SM revealed a significant interaction (P = 0.004), such that the meditation arms showed significantly greater rates of reduction in TWT (5.27 min per treatment week) relative to SM (between-group Cohen d = 0.67). Across all treatment weeks, the meditation arms had an average of 43.75 fewer min of TWT at post relative to baseline while the SM arm had only 1.09 fewer minutes of TWT at post relative to baseline (see Figure 2A) . A significant main effect for time was also found (P = 0.01) on the post LMM. Post hoc comparisons were conducted for each intervention arm compared to SM on TWT. MBSR showed significantly greater reduction (4.30 min per treatment week) relative to SM (P < 0.05). MBTI also Table 2 . (B) Pre-sleep arousal scale (PSAS) total scores (with standard error of the mean) across study arms. Data presented are change scores from baseline to each assessment point. Raw data (mean, standard deviation, effect sizes) for each arm are reported in Table 2 . (C) Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) total scores (with standard error of the mean) across the MBSR and MBTI arms. Data presented are change scores from baseline to each assessment point. Raw data (mean, standard deviation, effect sizes) for each arm are reported in Table 2 . MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; MBTI, mindfulness-based therapy for insomnia; SM, self-monitoring. showed significantly greater reduction (6.00 min per treatment week) relative to SM (P < 0.01).
On the long-term LMM for TWT, a significant main effect for time was found (P < 0.001), with participants in the meditation arms reporting an average reduction of 49.63 min in TWT from baseline to the 6-month follow-up. No significant interactions were found on the long-term LMM.
PSAS
For treatment effects on sleep-related arousal (PSAS), the post LMM comparing the average effects of the 2 meditation arms relative to SM revealed a significant interaction (P = 0.002), such that the meditation arms showed significantly greater rates of reduction on PSAS than SM (between-group Cohen d = 0.58). The meditation arms had an average reduction in PSAS total For race, "other" is Asian, American Indian, or more than one race. For relationship status, "partnered" is married, engaged, or lives with partner and "not partnered" is single, divorced, or separated. MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; MBTI, mindfulness-based therapy for insomnia; SM, self-monitoring; BMI, body mass index. TWT, total wake time; TST, total sleep time; SE, sleep efficiency; PSAS, pre-sleep arousal scale; ISI, Insomnia Severity Index; MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; MBTI, mindfulness-based therapy for insomnia; SM, self-monitoring; SD, standard deviation. Participants in the SM group received behavior therapy (BT) following the post SM assessment. Therefore, SM did not have follow-up and the post SM served as the baseline for BT. Data for sleep dairies are averaged across one week at each assessment point. Long-term effect size is from baseline to 6-month follow-up. No significant differences were found at baseline on any of the patient-reported outcome measures.
score of 7.13 points from baseline to post compared to a 0.16 point decrease in SM (see Figure 2B ). There was also a significant main effect of time (P < 0.001). Post hoc comparisons were conducted for each intervention arm compared to SM. MBSR showed significantly greater reduction in PSAS relative to SM (P < 0.01), and MBTI also showed significantly greater reduction in PSAS relative to SM (P < 0.01). No significant differences were found on the long-term LMM for PSAS, but the long-term pattern indicates that MBTI maintains a relatively stable reduction in PSAS throughout follow-up (betweengroup d = 0.75).
ISI
For treatment effects on the ISI, the post LMM comparing the average effects of the 2 meditation arms to SM revealed a significant interaction (P < 0.0001), such that the meditation arms showed significantly greater rates of reduction on the ISI compared to SM. The meditation arms had an average reduction in ISI score of 5.03 from baseline to post, and the SM arm had an average increase in ISI score of 0.06 (see Figure 2C ). Post hoc comparisons were conducted for each intervention arm compared to SM. MBSR had an average reduction in ISI score of 4.56 points, which was significantly greater than SM (P < 0.05). MBTI had an average reduction in ISI score of 5.41 points, which was significantly greater than SM (P < 0.01). The long-term LMM comparing ISI scores between the 2 meditation arms (MBSR vs MBTI) revealed a significant interaction (P < 0.05). MBTI had significantly greater rates of reduction on ISI scores compared to MBSR from baseline to 6-month follow-up. Specifically, the MBTI arm had significantly lower scores compared to the MBSR arm at the 3-month follow-up (P < 0.05), but the difference was not significant at the 6-month follow-up (P = 0.16).
Remission and Response
Logistic regression analyses on remission and response status were conducted to compare the 2 meditation arms (MBSR vs. MBTI) at post, 3-month follow-up, and 6-month follow-up. No significant differences in remission or response were found between MBSR and MBTI ( Figures 3A and 3B) . Remission rates in the MBSR group were largely stable over time, (46.2% at post, 38.5% at 3 months, and 41.7% at 6 months.) Remission rates for MBTI increased steadily from 33.3% at post to 42.9% at 3-month follow-up and 50% at 6-month followup. Similarly, treatment response remained relatively steady between post and follow-up in MBSR (38.5% and 41.7%) but showed a steady increase from post (60%), 3-month (71.4%), and 6-month follow-up (78.6%) in MBTI.
Objective Sleep Outcomes
Post treatment LMM analyses conducted on objective sleep parameters using PSG and actigraphy revealed significant findings only for 2 actigraphy-measured variables (TWT and TST) and no significant findings for PSG-based sleep parameters. First, the post LMM on actigraphy-measured TWT comparing the average effects of the 2 meditation arms to SM revealed a significant interaction (P < 0.05), such that the meditation arms showed significantly greater rates of reduction in TWT (17.97 min) relative to SM. However, no significant differences between the groups were found at post (P = 0.92). Second, the post LMM on actigraphy-measured TST comparing the meditation arms to SM revealed a significant interaction (P < 0.01). Again, no significant differences between the groups were found at post (P = 0.76). See Table 3 for means and standard deviations on objective sleep outcomes.
Treatment Integrity and Safety Monitoring
The average attendance for all randomized participants was not significantly different between MBSR (mean = 4.95, SD = 2.93) and MBTI (mean = 5.74, SD = 2.45). Three participants dropped out prior to receiving MBSR, and one participant dropped out prior to receiving MBTI. Twelve of the 16 participants who received MBSR attended ≥ 6 sessions (mean = 5.88, SD = 2.13), and 11 of the 18 participants who received MBTI attended ≥ 6 sessions (mean = 6.06, SD = 2.07). The majority of absences were due to scheduling conflicts or unexpected emergencies; whenever possible, instructors would review the content of the missed session and homework assignments over the phone at an alternate time. If the participant failed to attend without prior notice, the instructor would attempt to contact the participant and review the session materials and homework assignments to keep the participant engaged and maintain program continuity. A treatment credibility and expectancy questionnaire 55 was completed by participants before session 3 commenced. No significant differences were found between treatment conditions on credibility (logicalness, success in reducing symptoms, or confidence in recommending to friend) or expectancy (degree of expected improvement from treatment). Data from meditation diaries were used to monitor the extent of daily practice of mindfulness meditations during MBSR and MBTI (Table 4) . Overall, participants in MBSR averaged 1,969.80 min of meditation practice during the study period, and participants in MBTI averaged 1,380.53 min of meditation practice. MBSR participants reported significantly more home meditation sessions (P < 0.05) and more total minutes of home meditation practice (P < 0.05) than participants in MBTI. No treatment-related adverse events were reported.
DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of mindfulness meditation as a treatment for chronic insomnia in a randomized controlled trial. Overall, these findings provide important new evidence for the efficacy, credibility, and safety of meditation-based therapies. First, the findings revealed evidence of treatment efficacy for meditation-based treatments to reduce patient-reported TWT in bed and sleep-related arousal along with clinically significant changes in treatment response and remission. Participants who received either MBSR or MBTI reported a mean reduction in TWT from baseline to posttreatment of 43.75 minutes and from baseline to the 6-month follow-up of 49.63 minutes, corresponding to large withingroup effect sizes (Cohen's d > 0.8). These improvements in sleep are significantly larger than the SM control, indicating the results are not due to the effects of completing sleep diaries. Moreover, the effect sizes are generally similar to effect sizes PSG, polysomnography; TWT, total wake time; TST, total sleep time; SE, sleep efficiency; MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; MBTI, mindfulnessbased therapy for insomnia; SM, self-monitoring; SD, standard deviation. Participants in the SM group received behavior therapy (BT) following the post SM assessment. Therefore, SM did not have follow-up and post SM served as the baseline for BT. Data for actigraphy are averaged across one week at each assessment point. Long-term effect size is from baseline to 6-month follow-up.
reported in behavioral clinical trials on chronic insomnia, 11, 14, 56 providing preliminary support that meditation-based treatments are viable non-pharmacological treatments for adults with insomnia. The observed magnitude of change in TWT is similar to two previous randomized studies using mindfulness-based cognitive therapy 57, 58 and greater than one study using MBSR. 24 The findings on patient-reported pre-sleep arousal provide support for the treatment effects of mindfulness meditation to reduce psychophysiological arousal, a common waking correlate of chronic insomnia disorders. 34, 35, 59 The large within-group effects for both MBSR and MBTI compared to the small effects for SM are consistent with the hypothesized conceptual mechanisms, 32 indicating that mindfulness meditation decreases sleeprelated arousal at a rate superior to self-monitoring. Given that insomnia disorders are defined by nocturnal sleep disturbance and waking dysfunction, the present findings demonstrate the efficacy of mindfulness meditation to improve both nocturnal symptoms and waking distress in those patients with elevated sleep-related arousal. No significant differences were found between MBSR and MBTI on TWT or PSAS, but the longterm pattern appears to favor the stability of MBTI for reducing sleep-related arousal.
MBTI showed significantly greater reduction in insomnia severity, as measured by the ISI, compared to MBSR across the entire study period. The difference between MBTI and MBSR was largest at the 3-month follow-up, such that participants who received MBTI reported significantly less insomnia symptom severity compared to MBSR three months after treatment ended. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that a tailored mindfulness meditation program that integrates behavioral strategies for sleep has favorable long-term benefits relative to the standard mindfulness meditation program without behavioral components. The rates for remission and response over the follow-up study period were generally positive for both groups, with no significant differences between MBTI and MBSR on these clinical endpoints. Sixty percent of participants who completed MBTI had a minimally important treatment response at post-treatment, with the rates rising to 78.6% at the 6-month follow-up. In contrast, the rate of response for MBSR was relatively stable between post-treatment to 6-month follow-up (38.5% and 41.7%). The rates of treatment remission were not significantly different between the groups, with MBSR and MBTI showing similar rates of remission between 38% and 50% at the 3-month and 6-month follow-ups. Although the remission and response rates should be interpreted with caution given the small sample size, it appears that meditation-based treatments show positive long-term benefits on key clinical endpoints. Finally, patients considered both MBTI and MBSR as credible treatments for insomnia and were willing to practice meditation, with those in MBSR reporting almost 2,000 minutes of mindfulness meditation practice and those in MBTI reporting almost 1,400 minutes of practice during the study period. No treatment-related adverse events were reported.
These encouraging findings should be interpreted with consideration to the limitations of this study. First, the study included a small sample size consisting primarily of Caucasian females. Furthermore, participants had to report elevated sleep-related arousal, a criterion that is not commonly used in studies on the efficacy of treatments for insomnia. As a result, these findings might not generalize to all patients with chronic insomnia. Notably, the prevalence of insomnia is higher among women, 60 and highly educated, Caucasian women are known to be the primary users of CAM in the United States. 16 Thus, it might be the case that meditation-based treatments match the ideology and lifestyle of this demographic group and could be particularly suitable for women with insomnia who have elevated arousal levels. Further research with larger and more diverse samples is needed to examine these characteristics as potential moderators of treatment outcome to identify who is likely to seek out and benefit from meditation-based interventions. The study also had a limited set of providers, including a study investigator who only delivered treatment in one arm. Although the intention was to select the best available therapist for each treatment arm, we cannot rule out investigator bias, treatment allegiance, or therapist skill as plausible explanations for the observed differences between treatment arms. The SM condition also did not control for treatment expectations, therapist contact, and other nonspecific factors that might have been present and could have accounted for the differences observed MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; MBTI, mindfulness-based therapy for insomnia. Data for participants who provided meditation data. MBSR > MBTI on total sessions and total minutes (P < 0.05).
between the active treatments and the SM. In addition, this study was not sufficiently powered to detect treatment effects on objective measures of sleep and no formal inter-rater reliability was conducted for the PSG scoring. The meditation groups showed a reduction on actigraphy-measured TWT and TST from baseline to post, but the difference between the meditation groups and SM was not significant at post. Two previous studies on meditation-based treatments found only small effect sizes on objective measures of sleep. 24, 57 It appears that mindfulness meditation has larger effects on patient-reported sleep outcomes relative to objectively measured sleep outcomes. Finally, blinding was not employed in this protocol so differential expectations between SM and the meditation treatments could inflate the observed differences between SM and the active treatments.
In summary, these findings indicate that interventions featuring mindfulness meditation have positive patientreported benefits and could be a viable treatment option for chronic insomnia. Additional research is needed to determine the position of meditation-based therapies among treatment options. This study was designed as a small-scale, early-stage randomized controlled trial. 54 As such, the mindfulness meditation arms were not compared against a standard treatment such as CBTI and it remains possible that a proportion of the variance observed for the benefits of MBTI were accounted for by the inclusion of sleep restriction and stimulus control instructions. Future research should consider large-scale studies using comparative effectiveness designs that directly compare MBSR or MBTI with CBTI. For example, Garland and colleagues 61 found that MBSR was non-inferior to CBTI on the ISI at the 3-month follow-up for patients with insomnia comorbid with cancer. In addition, future research should examine variables that could inform patient decisions related to different nonpharmacological approaches to insomnia. For example, meditation-based therapies might appeal to those seeking to learn stress management techniques outside of the traditional health care system, while CBTI might appeal to those more comfortable with traditional psychotherapy. These future directions provide considerations for further testing and potential implementation of meditation-based therapies for insomnia.
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Introduction
Background and objectives 2a
Scientific For each group, the numbers of participants who were randomly assigned, received intended treatment, and were analyzed for the primary outcome 1557, Figure 1 13b
For each group, losses and exclusions after randomization, together with reasons Figure 1 Recruitment 14a Dates defining the periods of recruitment and follow-up 1554 14b Why the trial ended or was stopped n/a *We strongly recommend reading this statement in conjunction with the CONSORT 2010 Explanation and Elaboration for important clarifications on all the items. If relevant, we also recommend reading CONSORT extensions for cluster randomized trials, noninferiority and equivalence trials, nonpharmacological treatments, herbal interventions, and pragmatic trials. Additional extensions are forthcoming: for those and for up-to-date references relevant to this checklist, see www.consort-statement.org. Tables 2 & 3 17b
For binary outcomes, presentation of both absolute and relative effect sizes is recommended 1557
Ancillary analyses 18
Results of any other analyses performed, including subgroup analyses and adjusted analyses, distinguishing pre-specified from exploratory n/a CONSORT 2010 checklist of information to include when reporting a randomized trial* (continued)
